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Renewal in the name of tradition

With a new production site
and a new staff, Tecnoled will
be presenting its innovative
product lines at the Düsseldorf
Caravan Salon, featuring
Made in Italy design and
advanced technology

Tecnoled, a company that has always
been at the forefront of LED lighting
technology, proposes a range of

products specifically dedicated to recreatio-
nal vehicles, with some major technical and
design evolutions. Since January, Tecnoled
has also moved its production facilities to a
new location, still in the province of
Florence and conveniently situated just a
short distance from the motorway exit, in a
large warehouse that is organized accor-

ding to a flexible
operating logic
that will allow the
company to
respond quickly to
market demands.

Tecnoled’s manage-
ment is headed by
Matteo Saini, assisted by
his father Alberto. 
«We’ve equipped the new

warehouse facility with
monitoring work stations that

are connected to the central com-
puter system, allowing operators to work
on different product lines more efficiently
and with a reduced margin of error»
explains Matteo Saini. «Our equipment and
tooling allows us to create custom pro-
ducts and projects, as we’ve always done.
Although our field of action also extends to
the professional and domestic sectors, our
brand has a long tradition in the recreatio-
nal vehicles market, and that’s exactly
where we’re currently focusing our creati-
ve efforts.»
For the upcoming season, Tecnoled is
relying on Samsung SMD 5630 LED
technology, which has proven itself even
more performing in terms of efficiency and
light output, together with the
second generation of
Japanese Micropower
LEDs. The latter
have been further
miniaturized, to
the point of occu-
pying the same
surface area as first
generation Micropower

units, but passing from six to nine LEDs. In
addition to providing powerful and uni-
form emissions, Micropower LEDs are invi-
sible when the lights are switched off.
«Many designers appreciate this option,
while others opt for SMD LEDs and believe
that seeing a transparent yellow LED when
the lights are switched off is stylistically
pleasant,- continues Saini - It’s a subjective
choice, and we’re in a position to meet
both needs. At a qualitative level, the two
technologies are equivalent, since there is
now an ample range in both types of LEDs,
in terms of color temperature, performan-
ce and availability over time. Our product
lines include both technologies, because
it’s essential that a lighting system inside a
recreational vehicle must be uniform.»
Tecnoled has flanked its line
of Plexy ceiling
l i g h t i n g
solutions
- one of
its most
p o p u l a r
p r o d u c t
lines, manufac-
tured in any shape and size and with a very

level of customization – with a
new range of downlights
and arm supported spo-
tlights. The new dow-
nlights were designed
to respond to minimum
clearance requirements,

both in terms of theirs reces-
sed body and outer frame. That

consist of four modular interchangeable

components (body,
LED module,
screen and
e x t e r n a l
frame) to
s a t i s f y
a n y
technical,
a e s t h e t i c
or functional
needs proposed
by customers. The
main body is made of a light colored pla-
stic, contributing to amplifying the light
emitted by the modules. With a thickness
of just 11 millimeters, the body is encased

into panels
and fur-
nishings,
and can
be faste-
n e d
u s i n g

four diffe-
rent systems: with

screws, integrated springs in the
casing, wire springs or tape springs.
Spotlights can be supplied with wiring to
be connected to the installation, or with an
integrated connector in the casing. The
external frame is just 4 mm thick, and is
available in standard polished chrome as
well as a wide variety of colors on demand.
A transparent casing has also been desi-
gned, which together with a frame equip-
ped with a transparent ring creates a
secondary lighting around the frame, a fea-
ture that is very much appreciated on Plexy
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ceiling fixtures, and now also available on downlights. 
Innovations also abound for the line of arm supported spo-
tlights, which feature elegant styling and a unique spotlight
design, especially for the positioning of the flexible arm, which
now protrudes laterally from the support. With this solution, for
instance, spotlights can be mounted near beds with a latch
mechanism, since the support arm and spotlight can lie even with
the wall surface and no longer constitute an obstacle. Built in
steel and aluminium, these lighting systems integrate a current
regulator that maintains a constant brightness for the light beam,
even when the power intensity varies. The support can be positio-
ned either vertically or horizontally, as required. Tecnoled has also
developed a lighting product line with LED bars, built in alumi-
nium with an opaque Plexiglas screen that can be customized in
various sizes up to three meters in length. Tecnoled lighting

systems can be fitted
with a touch dimmer
switch that also
regulates lighting
intensity. Specifically,
the circuit manages
the primary illumina-
tion with a Soft Start
gradual light mode,
providing a gradual transition from the off to the on state, and a
gradual Soft End switching off function, i.e. a gradual transition
from the on to the off state. Pressing and holding the button pro-
vides a dimmer function, regulating the lighting intensity. When
switched on again, the system resets itself to the intensity last
selected. 

New Micropower

Old Micropower

Tecnoled was the first manufacturer to invent
Replace, specifically for halogen spotlights. Now,
nine years later, Tecnoled once again proposes an
industry first with an important innovation on
halogen spotlight replacement modules.
Traditional G4 modules render the mirror dish on
halogen spotlights unnecessary, because the LED’s
emission is only face-on and, in any case, the sup-
port covers the underlying dish. The new techno-
logy proposed by Tecnoled makes use of double-
face suspended LEDs that produce a much more
uniform light beam. When lit, these LEds are no
longer perceived as distinct elements, but rather as
a single light source. Even for the G4 line, where it
appeared there was nothing more to say, Tecnoled
has managed to innovate once again. 

Special Preview
G4 revolution: the Crystal range Old G4 Replace

New G4 Replace

Contact:
Alberto Saini 
alberto.saini@tecnoled.it

Visit us at the Caravan 
Salon in Düsseldorf
Hall 13  Booth D49


